Restart of Schools Survey

Q1 What type of school community member are you?
Answered: 3,160

Skipped: 4
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Parent

69.21%

2,187

Staff Member

16.87%

533

Both Parent and Staff Member

3.96%

125

Student

9.05%

286

Other (please specify)

0.92%

29

TOTAL

3,160
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Grandparent

7/27/2020 1:57 PM

2

Resident

7/27/2020 12:02 PM

3

Grandparent

7/24/2020 11:20 PM

4

Grandmother

7/23/2020 12:18 PM

5

Grandparent

7/23/2020 12:06 PM

6

Grandparent

7/23/2020 5:31 AM

7

Parent/staff member

7/21/2020 6:59 PM

8

graduate of swmhs

7/21/2020 11:36 AM

9

Bus driver

7/21/2020 8:00 AM

10

12 month Secretary

7/16/2020 8:57 AM

11

Grandparent

7/15/2020 10:08 PM

12

Grandparent

7/15/2020 12:28 PM

13

Grandmother

7/15/2020 1:52 AM

14

Lunch/Playground Aide

7/13/2020 8:29 PM

15

I

7/12/2020 10:47 PM

16

Parent with student assisting in questionnaire

7/12/2020 8:55 PM

17

Grandparent

7/11/2020 5:53 PM

18

I

7/11/2020 11:47 AM

19

Family member

7/11/2020 11:38 AM

20

Spouse of staff member

7/10/2020 10:43 PM

21

Grandparent

7/10/2020 8:11 PM

22

Parent of Sayreville student who also works in another school district in NJ

7/10/2020 1:35 PM

23

Potential preschool parent/parent of catholic school student (runs in conjunction with with
Sayreville public schools schedule)

7/10/2020 12:47 PM

24

LegalGuardian

7/10/2020 12:38 PM

25

Substitute teacher

7/10/2020 11:55 AM

26

grandmother

7/10/2020 11:30 AM

27

Grandparent

7/10/2020 11:12 AM

28

grand mother

7/10/2020 11:02 AM

29

Guardian

7/10/2020 10:41 AM
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Q2 Select the school building(s) you either work or learn in or that your
child(ren) learn in.
Answered: 3,157

Skipped: 7
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Sayreville War Memorial High School

36.90%

1,165

Sayreville Middle School

32.40%

1,023

Samsel Upper Elementary School

22.68%

716

Arleth Elementary School

9.76%

308

Eisenhower Elementary School

8.62%

272

Truman Elementary School

10.07%

318

Wilson Elementary School

7.10%

224

Project Before Preschool Program

5.92%

187

Selover School

0.92%

29

Other (please specify)

1.14%

36

Total Respondents: 3,157
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Transportation

7/27/2020 7:31 PM

2

New Student registration

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

3

I have child care

7/19/2020 6:48 PM

4

Chessequake Elementary School

7/15/2020 11:04 AM

5

Transportation

7/13/2020 4:47 PM

6

Preschool at Cheesequake Elementary School

7/13/2020 11:09 AM

7

Transportation

7/13/2020 10:51 AM

8

district

7/13/2020 10:48 AM

9

Transportation

7/13/2020 8:07 AM

10

St Stans

7/13/2020 5:12 AM

11

Ttansportation

7/13/2020 1:20 AM

12

Hatikvah, East Brunswick

7/12/2020 10:41 PM

13

Bus compound

7/12/2020 9:47 PM

14

None

7/12/2020 8:23 PM

15

Cheesecake

7/12/2020 12:40 PM

16

Entire district

7/12/2020 12:29 PM

17

Out of district- Children’s Center in Neptune

7/12/2020 10:07 AM

18

Bus driver

7/12/2020 6:10 AM

19

Pre-k

7/12/2020 2:02 AM

20

Votech

7/11/2020 8:56 PM

21

Lightbridge academy

7/11/2020 12:06 PM

22

Transportation

7/11/2020 10:50 AM

23

Preschool

7/11/2020 10:01 AM

24

All

7/11/2020 12:51 AM

25

EB Votech

7/11/2020 12:27 AM

26

In

7/11/2020 12:03 AM

27

Transportation (bus aide)

7/10/2020 8:04 PM

28

Bus aide

7/10/2020 1:10 PM

29

OLV, Sayreville

7/10/2020 12:47 PM

30

Cheesequake School

7/10/2020 12:38 PM

31

East Brunswick Votech

7/10/2020 11:05 AM

32

Lightbridge Academy

7/10/2020 11:05 AM

33

Preschool program

7/10/2020 10:48 AM

34

Acelero

7/10/2020 10:43 AM

35

Schroth school - out of district son

7/10/2020 10:31 AM

36

substitute for the district

7/10/2020 10:28 AM
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Q3 Under the current pandemic and economic circumstances, rank the
below needs or concerns you possess from most important (1) to least
important (4).
Answered: 3,137

Skipped: 27

Health and
safety of...

Student
learning

Food security

Childcare

0

1

2

3

4

1
Health and safety of students and staff
Student learning
Food security
Childcare

5

2

6

7

3

8

9

4

10

TOTAL

SCORE

74.97%
2,234

9.73%
290

3.76%
112

11.54%
344

2,980

3.48

12.30%
364

60.95%
1,804

20.20%
598

6.55%
194

2,960

2.79

6.27%
184

14.41%
423

42.44%
1,246

36.89%
1,083

2,936

1.90

8.75%
261

13.25%
395

31.42%
937

46.58%
1,389

2,982

1.84
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Q4 Under the current circumstances, which form of learning is most
aligned with the needs or concerns you prioritized above?
Answered: 3,155

Skipped: 9

In-person
instruction

Virtual
instruction
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(combination...

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

In-person instruction

23.42%

739

Virtual instruction

40.29%

1,271

Blended (combination of in-person and virtual) instruction

34.74%

1,096

Other (please specify)

1.55%

TOTAL

49
3,155
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

some days in - person and some days virtual

7/28/2020 9:52 PM

2

keep schools closed because people might get sick if you open them back up and learning will
be harder at home

7/24/2020 5:10 PM

3

in person instruction but in small groups with breaks to take masks off

7/22/2020 10:59 AM

4

Instructions of teachers through videos of the chapters.

7/19/2020 8:47 PM

5

I plan to withdraw my children and homeschool

7/18/2020 9:33 AM

6

Virtual Instruction only. Gathering workers and students in the same building is incredibly
irresponsible and dangerous.

7/17/2020 4:54 PM

7

I think if support staff is in school the teachers should be

7/16/2020 8:57 AM

8

Virtual but with live zoom classes for in person experience.

7/13/2020 8:33 PM

9

Not applicable to me.

7/13/2020 8:29 PM

10

I would love them to go back but I am uncomfortable with them wearing masks to do that

7/13/2020 1:34 PM

11

Blended HOWEVER considering SUES has NO AC and the intention is to wear masks HOW
WILL PEOPLE BE ABLE TO BREATHE in September in the HEAT?? The 3rd Floor is
BRUTAL in normal conditions!

7/13/2020 1:05 PM

12

In person instruction, with VERY specific safety procedures in place.

7/13/2020 12:59 PM

13

I'm not able to decide until I know what is happening with my child's school district

7/13/2020 8:31 AM

14

Virtual instruction, however, teachers need to be more engaged with the students. Instruction
should not be left to the parents. Most parents are not equipped or are not capable of
exercising such a role. Logging in to video chat with students for a half hour is not enough.

7/13/2020 6:28 AM

15

It depends. My children’s school schedule will dictate how I feel about what works best for me
as a teacher. My own family must come first.

7/13/2020 12:14 AM

16

It should be a blend ... but note specifically one week on..... two weeks off . It makes no
sense to have the children going in a few days and then the same teacher is teaching both
groups essentially/unknowingly spreading covid 19 .

7/12/2020 11:27 PM

17

Virtual for one child and blended for other child

7/12/2020 10:33 PM

18

NA

7/12/2020 9:15 PM

19

In school if 100% safe and virtual if not 100% safe. Bee should not have to choose between
making money to buy our children food and/or their education..

7/12/2020 8:56 PM

20

The teacher should have Google meets while teaching everyday, not just once a week.

7/12/2020 8:53 PM

21

Whatever is going to be the best to service the students academically while keeping
EVERYONE safe.

7/12/2020 8:37 PM

22

Virtual instructions should be from the teacher via zoom or a virtual classroom program

7/12/2020 8:23 PM

23

Staff Member - No Students in District (Questions Numbers 4, 8 & 9 should have a Not
Applicable Choice)

7/11/2020 7:58 PM

24

I prefer in person and think any virtual learning should be done with the teacher actually
teaching a virtual class every day on the regular scheduled time the class would normally be in
session. There is no reason the teacher cannot teach each class as they would in person.
Kids need to be able to ask questions so this would be the same as being in school.

7/11/2020 6:13 AM

25

Child study team efforts

7/10/2020 7:23 PM

26

I would need blended clearly defined to answer accurately.

7/10/2020 6:41 PM

27

I need virtual instruction with Skype availability with the teacher for adhd children

7/10/2020 6:10 PM

28

first semester online, second semester in-person

7/10/2020 4:58 PM
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29

Depends on class and curriculum

7/10/2020 3:00 PM

30

Virtual Instruction With Teaching and Monitoring

7/10/2020 2:11 PM

31

Virtual instruction : I feel the children should log into each class with each teacher for a full
period. Just like they go into their classrooms at school. The teacher would teach during the
period while the kids do some work .

7/10/2020 1:24 PM

32

I would prefer virtual instructions but live virtual classes instead of watching Youtube videos.

7/10/2020 1:03 PM

33

Depends on status of Covid-19

7/10/2020 12:38 PM

34

Virtual; where the teacher actually teaches a lesson online and not just assigns assignments
to the student- where they teach classes online for 3 hrs or so a day or every other day; so it
is the teachers teaching, not the parents

7/10/2020 12:27 PM

35

Virtual instruction until a vaccine is in place, as this virus will always be here & everywhere

7/10/2020 12:17 PM

36

Ranking option doesn't work !!!

7/10/2020 12:02 PM

37

If students and staff are screened each day before getting on busses and/or entering school, I
would vote for alternating in school and virtual first. If it works well, then go to all in person.

7/10/2020 11:59 AM

38

My children NOR I will be forced to wear a mask.

7/10/2020 11:57 AM

39

I think In-person instruction is best, some of my observations of the challenges are: Class
scheduling has become problematic now that the normal daily structure and cadence is
disrupted. Many teachers are competing to schedule time during the week for lectures, reviews
and test/quizzes and end up stomping on each other. Students barely attend scheduled remote
lessons and expec the teacher is available 24 hours a day.

7/10/2020 11:42 AM

40

I think personally think whatever is safest. I want to be in the building like normal but if it
doesn't work the same and people are scared then virtual is the best possibly until January or
so.

7/10/2020 11:14 AM

41

I don’t feel my children actually gained anything from virtual learning, however, my daughter is
immunocompromised making inperson instruction during a pandemic terrifying.

7/10/2020 11:05 AM

42

Generally, in- person however, with children in other school districts, I need a plan that closely
mirrors other area schools, so I can balance teaching, and caring for my own children.

7/10/2020 11:00 AM

43

Virtual for older students with opportunities for small group extra curricular after traditional
school hours for socialization. Use the HS building to help spread out the elementary students.
The younger ones need the basics. The older ones should have them. Restrict certain areas
art studios, auditorium, gyms etc for use by HS groups after traditional hours.

7/10/2020 10:59 AM

44

I'm open to all as long as it aligns with my child's schedule as well which is the most difficult
part.

7/10/2020 10:53 AM

45

I have no idea. Health and Safety tells me to click "virtual", however, what do I and everyone
else do with our kids if learning is virtual? That tells me to click in-person. People could lose
their jobs, forced to once again stay home with their kids. Doing virtual or blended must be a
last resort, as it will throw most households into another tailspin, but if it's going to happen, the
decision needs to be made SOON, so families have plenty of time to prepare. You can't tell us
in August. It's got to be SOON.

7/10/2020 10:43 AM

46

In school instruction is ideal, but not if it means staff or students could potentially die from this
virus. I don’t see how schools can safely open. Social distancing is near impossible in our
buildings.

7/10/2020 10:42 AM

47

Either all in-person or all virtual. Blended is definitely not feasible.

7/10/2020 10:39 AM

48

In person instruction backed by a well plan to satisfy the CDC guidlelines

7/10/2020 10:36 AM

49

My son needs his therapies. Yes may daughter too but barriers and masks and isolation are
unacceptable!!

7/10/2020 10:27 AM
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Q5 How comfortable are you with students and instructional staff returning
to our schools in September for in-person instruction with strict social
distancing guidelines and personal protective equipment?
Answered: 3,159

Skipped: 5
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Very comfortable

12.76%

403

Comfortable

14.09%

445

Somewhat comfortable

24.22%

765

Not comfortable

22.19%

701

Extremely uncomfortable

26.75%

845

TOTAL

3,159
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Q6 Do you or does anyone in your household have a compromised
immune system and/or an underlying medical condition?
Answered: 3,157

Skipped: 7
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Yes

42.19%

1,332

No

57.81%

1,825

TOTAL

3,157
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Q7 Do you or does your child have a documented medical reason that
would prohibit you or her/him from being able to wear a mask?
Answered: 3,146

Skipped: 18
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Q8 How satisfied were you with the level of virtual or online instruction that
you provided and/or that your or your child(ren) received last spring?
Answered: 3,120

Skipped: 44
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Very satisfied

21.12%

659

Satisfied

29.97%

935

Somewhat satisfied

30.71%

958

Not satisfied

12.31%

384

Extremely unsatisfied

5.90%

184

TOTAL

3,120
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Q9 If you were unsatisfied, select the most prominent reasons why.
Answered: 2,569

Skipped: 595

I was satisﬁed
Lack of Wiﬁ
or poor...
Lack of
educational...
Technical
diﬃculty w...
Lack of school
supplies and...
Ineﬀective
online...
Lack of
support for...
Food insecurity
Lack of
childcare an...
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

I was satisfied

45.11% 1,159

Lack of Wifi or poor connectivity to the internet

5.37%

138

Lack of educational devices and/or having to share them with multiple people in the household

8.45%

217

Technical difficulty with online platforms

11.29%

290

Lack of school supplies and online resources

6.38%

164

Ineffective online instructional strategies and activities

29.89%

768

Lack of support for children with disabilities and other students with diverse learning and/or social and emotional needs

13.86%

356

Food insecurity

0.86%

22

Lack of childcare and supervision

8.25%

212

Other (please specify)

13.70%

352

Total Respondents: 2,569
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Stop engaging in politically motivated fear-mongering. CDC and American Academy of
Pediatrics strongly recommend reopening schools in the fall. Keeping children at home isolates
them, and increases the risk of depression and suicide. It also prevents teachers from noticing
and reporting the physical and sexual abuse of children, abuse that is almost certainly more
frequent for children unable to leave home.

7/29/2020 2:16 AM

2

REOPEN!!! STUDENTS HAVE TO LEARN FROM ACTUAL TEACHERS AND DEVELOP
SOCIALLY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

7/29/2020 12:36 AM

3

It's time to reopen schools, let Teachers do their job and let Parents go to their jobs!

7/29/2020 12:30 AM

4

Open up real schools! Let the kids learn and develop the proper way!

7/28/2020 11:24 PM

5

It would be highly beneficial if the students can have live virtual classes everyday for all
grades. Especially for kids with special needs.

7/28/2020 11:20 PM

6

virtual doesn't mean that teachers don't communicate with the students. Teachers should get
more direct time with the students.

7/28/2020 9:52 PM

7

8

7/28/2020 9:24 AM

8

Many children were not signing on and most parents were doing the work for them.

7/28/2020 7:27 AM

9

No group virtual learning with class -

7/27/2020 9:39 PM

10

subjects content/work too short

7/27/2020 2:48 PM

11

excessive amount of work. ie 7 assignments per day for a third grader. plus the elective
classes.

7/25/2020 8:13 PM

12

H

7/25/2020 12:42 AM

13

no actual schedule

7/25/2020 12:27 AM

14

Poor attendance taking procedures

7/24/2020 5:22 PM

15

Need a live virtual class not just assignments. We need teachers to help and teach the
children not just provide assignments. Also the lack of one portal, there are so many login and
lot of time the information is missing and miscomunication.

7/24/2020 8:08 AM

16

Attendance procedures were lacking greatly

7/23/2020 11:11 PM

17

Lack of teacher-student interaction

7/23/2020 9:49 PM

18

Lack of support from teacher

7/22/2020 5:31 PM

19

Sometimes teachers would not really reach out to their students and answer questions that we
have on time, so by the time we submitted our work, they would just respond.

7/22/2020 12:39 PM

20

Online learning should be structured to model in classroom learning. Have the teacher teach
via zoom, google as they would be in person.

7/22/2020 11:14 AM

21

My child doesnt speak english he doesnt understand what he was doing

7/22/2020 6:52 AM

22

Device outdated and too much security

7/21/2020 8:43 PM

23

Limited to no real instruction from teachers. Student learned minimal new content.

7/21/2020 8:12 PM

24

Need more live interaction to keep my child with a disability interested in learning. Longer live
sessions online would've been great.

7/21/2020 3:04 PM

25

Helping my child to focus

7/21/2020 1:42 PM

26

None

7/21/2020 11:25 AM

27

Lack of structure. Specific times with video classroom instruction would have helped a lot.
There were practically no scheduled live meetings to keep my son engaged and on task. My
son needs verbal instruction, and the lack of such by the school forces me to be his teacher
more than 80% of the time. I will be returning to work, therefore this will no longer be an option
for us.

7/21/2020 8:40 AM
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28

For elementary kids parents has to respond often for school assignments. They are not very
used to typing and get some time frustrated when teacher gives google document assignment.
Office work and teaching 2 elementary kids were challenging but that was safe at least. I felt,
teacher could have taken online class everyday by google meet especially for Math and
English where they are learning new concepts and logics. Teachers presence makes
difference.

7/20/2020 10:24 PM

29

The students should have had zoom or google meets at the times they would normally have
class. I didn't agree that teachers would just post assignments with little or now instruction.

7/20/2020 8:54 PM

30

Remote learning should be treated as full day of school and as such should be All day learning
activity. Not just for few hours.

7/20/2020 2:18 PM

31

There was not enough work for my son so cause lack of doing more

7/20/2020 1:50 PM

32

Children unable to focus at home without a school environment.

7/20/2020 11:08 AM

33

Difficult getting students on Google Meet. I think if there were a reasonable schedule with
designated times we would have more luck with this. We need to be careful with too much
screen time though.

7/20/2020 6:37 AM

34

One of my kids show no interested on doing the assignments.

7/19/2020 9:01 PM

35

lack of social interaction with other students and also it was harder to complete assignments
due to lack of understanding .

7/19/2020 8:17 PM

36

Need video classes for new material

7/19/2020 7:47 PM

37

Both parents out of the home during the related to essential workers . So we played catch up
after work hours

7/19/2020 7:27 PM

38

My daughter didn't have enough online interaction or lessons from her teacher.

7/19/2020 7:14 PM

39

I think kids don’t have good routine ,they don’t pay lot of attention towards studies because of
virtual learning

7/19/2020 7:03 PM

40

Parents working and unable to assist during school hours

7/19/2020 6:51 PM

41

Young child Needed alternate hands on assignments. Essential employees need more
flexibility with time to get assignments completed.

7/19/2020 5:36 PM

42

Lack of student attendance online

7/18/2020 1:56 PM

43

The teachers could have done more than assign worksheets. When i asked if short pre
recorded video lessons would be possible they told me no.

7/18/2020 9:33 AM

44

It doesn't compare with in classroom learning. I think kids react better to face to face teaching.

7/18/2020 8:41 AM

45

American Academy of Pediatrics strongly recommends reopening schools in the fall.

7/18/2020 3:03 AM

46

I’m not equipped to teach my son with a iep. I have special educational needs my self and I’m
unable to help my son.

7/17/2020 10:26 PM

47

I prefer if kids are learning virtually, they should login and follow inperson school schedules. I
am not satisfied with high school teaching. Not enough support. Amount of work given is not
enough. Students need to work more.

7/17/2020 3:52 PM

48

Assignments given with no teaching involved. No virtual instruction provided. Only
assignments.

7/17/2020 3:44 PM

49

n/a

7/17/2020 11:03 AM

50

The responsibility to teach the children seemed to be solely placed on the parents rather than
having a combination of both teacher and parent interaction. My child is receiving ESY and it
seems as the quality of the instruction is better. We hope that this can be implemented into the
the 2021 school year if there will be a combination of virtual and classroom learning.

7/17/2020 9:05 AM

51

Virtual learning is NOT learning! Reopen REAL school with REAL teacher-student interaction!
Stop mask hysteria, enough is enough!

7/17/2020 4:00 AM

52

It didn't work for small kids.They need more supervision and teacher interaction.

7/16/2020 10:06 PM
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53

Quiet hard with my wfh and also homeschooling my child at the same time

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

54

I don't think my child learned as much as compared to in-person class

7/16/2020 10:48 AM

55

I have a Kindergartener that could have really used live virtual instruction. i guess they forgot
about the little ones. they met once a week for half an hour. my duaghter was struggling was it
too much to ask for the teacher to meet with her at least 15 minutes and help her. Now the
teacher is recommending retention!!

7/16/2020 10:46 AM

56

Attendance was not taken properly

7/16/2020 8:57 AM

57

I felt like my children missed out on a lot because they weren’t physically in school. The
assignments they received all seemed like a recap of what they had learned that year. Plus it
was harder for them to concentrate. I believe that for online instruction they should have a live
teacher explaining and showing the new material to them and then issuing the assignments
based on that meteríal.

7/16/2020 8:39 AM

58

Lack of a social environment. All the grandkids missed their school friends and the interplay
between.

7/15/2020 10:08 PM

59

i found it very helpful when teachers posted videos explaining the lessons and activities but
many teachers did not which made it harder because we had to learn on our own

7/15/2020 10:02 PM

60

Wished my child had more virtual learning with his teachers instead of reading instruction to
complete the assignments

7/15/2020 9:50 PM

61

My childcare was not in public school

7/15/2020 8:02 PM

62

Too much to list. online learning was a disaster.

7/15/2020 7:48 PM

63

there are too many distractions at home for adequate learning to take place

7/15/2020 1:47 PM

64

I didn't have the sense that my kids have gained much growth academically and socially as
would normally be expected with in-person/class system

7/15/2020 1:19 PM

65

Students should have to meet with their teachers at least 3 times a week for 10 - 20 minutes.
It connects the class and teacher and it also allows for interaction about lessons or social
activities

7/15/2020 10:51 AM

66

I think its important to make more of in effort to meet with the children via online in smaller
groups verses the whole class and implement review of curriculum durring there google meets
in additio. To checkinv in on them.

7/15/2020 9:47 AM

67

Not the schools fault, the children just need MORE..inperson, social, etc

7/14/2020 9:58 PM

68

Some of the teachers had zoom calls, and kept the children engaged. However others didn't
have sufficient work, and the children finished it within minutes!

7/14/2020 1:39 PM

69

academic integrity is an issue, accountability and grading support lacked, technology
challenges, student effort/participation

7/14/2020 1:22 PM

70

Lack of supervision and too much online stress. Student availability at certain times for
quizzes and tests and hardships of finding the right environment at home/

7/14/2020 1:02 PM

71

i just felt that it wasnt really a full day of school. I thought more personal instruction would
have been better.

7/14/2020 11:02 AM

72

Kids need to be in class room with other people . I don’t agree with virtual learning. I want the
school to be reopened in September and I don’t agree with your proposal that kids need to
wear masks.

7/14/2020 10:52 AM

73

Not enough guidance and support. No consistency and reinforcement.

7/13/2020 11:38 PM

74

At the lower grade level, i felt my child could have challenged more. Additional work and
should include Home Work over weekends

7/13/2020 11:08 PM

75

N/A

7/13/2020 9:43 PM

76

Had to work also so I couldn't help till later in day

7/13/2020 9:09 PM

77

"Distance learning” isn’t learning. This last spring lockdown period proved it. Parking students
in front of a computer screen is no substitute for school. At lot is at stake here — more than

7/13/2020 7:17 PM
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just the accumulation of knowledge. The American Academy of Pediatrics strongly
recommends reopening schools in the fall. The group noted that keeping children at home
isolates them, and increases the risk of depression and suicide. It also prevents teachers from
noticing and reporting the physical and sexual abuse of children, abuse that is almost certainly
more frequent for children unable to leave home. For children, the risks of staying locked at
home are high. The risks from the Coronavirus are not. The virus is deadly to the very old, and
those who are already sick. To children, and the vast majority of young and middle-aged
adults, it poses virtually zero threat. For children, it’s far less deadly than the flu. In fact, if
lockdowns cause just a one percent increase in teenage suicides, that will be a higher death
toll than all coronavirus deaths among high schoolers, nationwide. And in fact, we have reason
to believe lockdowns boosted suicides far more than one percent. Nor are children a significant
risk to spread the virus to others. A Swiss study found that among infected children, viral
loads are low, making it very difficult for them to spread the disease. Other countries realize
this. In Germany, in early May, four major medical associations all called for the immediate
reopening of the country’s schools and daycare centers. And they called for reopening without
restrictions: No dividing children into small groups, no masks, no social distancing. In
Australia, the country’s deputy chief medical officer, Nick Coatsworth, published an open letter
to the public in May making the same point. Quote: “COVID-19 is not the flu. Far fewer
children are affected by COVID-19, and the number of transmissions from children to children
and children to adults is far less. As an infectious diseases specialist, I have examined all of
the available evidence from within Australia and around the world and, as it stands, it does not
support avoiding classroom learning as a means to control COVID-19.” Doctors around the
world understand this. Sweden, Nederlands, Belarus, Turkmenistan never closed primary
schools or daycares at all. Their coronavirus outbreak has been no worse than ours. Austria,
Finland, Norway, and Singapore have all reopened schools. None have seen an explosion of
cases linked to schools. In Denmark, schools have been open since late April. Masks were
not required. But the number of infected children hasn’t grown. It’s steadily declined. This isn’t
opinion. It’s actual science. There’s an overwhelming amount of it. Coronavirus is not deadly to
children. Sending them to school won’t spread it. Keeping them home hurts children, and
everybody else. Schools must open.
78

I think some type of live instruction from the teachers would have been beneficial

7/13/2020 5:25 PM

79

Lack of teacher / student development

7/13/2020 5:18 PM

80

TEACHERS WERE NOT TEACHING PROPERLY, THEY JUST GAVE ASSIGNMENTS
INSTEAD OF INSTRUCTIONAL LIVE VIDEOS FOR TEACHING

7/13/2020 4:52 PM

81

Due to the age of my children, they not constant supervision for their personal and academic
growth.

7/13/2020 4:45 PM

82

my 6th grader has an IEP for which he receives additional math and english support. His
teachers are better qualified than I am.

7/13/2020 4:43 PM

83

Outside of Math, LAL, Science and Soc. Studies, other classes were almost non-existent. As
those teachers really didn’t engage with the students, at all. Classes like Health, Spanish and
Art.

7/13/2020 3:54 PM

84

My child needs visual instruction and no video teaching was provided. This is something I
would be ok with.

7/13/2020 3:16 PM

85

Lack of support for children with learning disabilities

7/13/2020 2:46 PM

86

Though somewhat satisfied, as a teacher it was difficult to cover the curriculum in only a half
hour per day of instruction and student work combined when normally students have a 45
minute period plus time at home for homework. Alot of material had to be cut out which, in the
short-term, would most likely be fine, but in the long-term could greatly and negatively impact
student learning and preparation for future classes.

7/13/2020 2:26 PM

87

I didn't feel that my son learned anything new. so I feel that he is going to be behind for the
next grade.

7/13/2020 2:19 PM

88

Teachers on google meet should go over new material with kids the same how they did at
school .

7/13/2020 1:43 PM

89

Teachers needed to be available during school hours for online learning including Virtual
sessions, instruction, and help. Virtual Instruction will only work if the teacher actually does
it/shows up for it.

7/13/2020 1:05 PM
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90

Daily few hours video conference should be utilized for classes k-4

7/13/2020 12:17 PM

91

Not enough actual teaching, more filler work which created strain on teachers and ennui in
student

7/13/2020 11:53 AM

92

As a student with ASD, virtual/online instruction caused a fight or flight response that I was
unable to self regulate. I need the structure and routine of in-person instruction without the
limitations of a mask and social distancing.

7/13/2020 11:48 AM

93

Lack of on-board/live explanation, less in-person interaction, should avoid frequent email
communications

7/13/2020 11:48 AM

94

I believe that improvements could be made to improve virtual learning experience to rival inperson instruction. I also believe my children benefit from the routine and structure of
scheduled classes and direct interaction with their instructor during lessons.

7/13/2020 11:43 AM

95

Giving assignments is not just enough, kids need to be taught online

7/13/2020 11:15 AM

96

I felt that children in elementary and middle school werent given enough activities or work to
do. They would do a worksheet online and submit and done for the day. I also believe that
there should be more live virtual classes where the teachers are actually instructing them.
Showing examples or working alongside them. Answering question they may have virtually.

7/13/2020 11:09 AM

97

Parent can’t be a teacher! Also we learned that teachers are not on top of the students in
online learning they just pass homework!

7/13/2020 9:58 AM

98

There wasn't any supervision from teacher. Lesser involvement of teacher. Perhaps more
online presence of teacher would help a bit more. Like it is in a classroom

7/13/2020 9:10 AM

99

Lack of instructional assistance. Children are asked to teach themselves at the HS level

7/13/2020 8:19 AM

100

30 minutes a day connecting with students via video call is not enough. Very difficult as I then
had to be one my child’s teacher. If virtual will continue, it should truly be virtual instruction.
Teachers can not just assign work and leave it up to the parents to teach the children. It
should be a mutual effort.

7/13/2020 6:28 AM

101

Worries about child learning while we are at work.

7/13/2020 6:20 AM

102

Students were simply given homework and study material with very little learning. Teachers
should use the technology.

7/13/2020 1:16 AM

103

Rather than teacher’s just posting assignments to be completed, there should have been
virtual classrooms daily where kids log into a webinar with video on for each class. This would
allow the teacher to teach and provide interaction and discussion.

7/13/2020 12:25 AM

104

I did the best I could with little preparation and the whirlwind that happened. We all were doing
our best. I feel going forward preparation is key.

7/13/2020 12:14 AM

105

Students needed live instruction utilizing google meets or zoom. Busy work was just assigned
on google classroom and parents were responsible for teaching the material not just reinforcing
as is normally done with homework.

7/12/2020 10:33 PM

106

System for taking daily attendance was inefficient and inconsistent between classes

7/12/2020 10:33 PM

107

Parents were overwhelmed

7/12/2020 10:20 PM

108

the school should have provided chrome books

7/12/2020 9:33 PM

109

Little effort from the teachers. Teachers need to be more engaging. It's overwhelming for an 8yr
to log on in the morning with 15 different things to do. Online interactive teaching sessions
should be had instead of posting youtube videos and website for the children to teach
themselves

7/12/2020 9:20 PM

110

NA

7/12/2020 9:15 PM

111

My husband and I are both essential workers and the amount of work given often meant
working until 9/10pm with our daughter to get it done after we got home

7/12/2020 9:05 PM

112

Video lessons fir students by their teachers would have been very helpful. Some districts run
virtual class video so kids can’t pick ana chose when to do their assignments

7/12/2020 8:54 PM
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113

Instuctions were difficult to follow at times.

7/12/2020 6:03 PM

114

Inconsistent student attendance and involvement in my lessons.

7/12/2020 4:29 PM

115

For my daughter 11 ok, my son 4 not good with him

7/12/2020 3:52 PM

116

We found the workload at the elementary level to be excessive. The amount of time required
on a screen for a first grade student was untenable. We are hopeful that there will fewer screen
based assignments as virtual learning continues this school year.

7/12/2020 3:31 PM

117

I think for my 11 years old daughter it was somewhat satisfying but for my 5 years old he
really need a personal support. He doesn't understand the online learning.

7/12/2020 2:34 PM

118

Loss of social interaction with other kids. Reduced or almost no live instruction from teacher

7/12/2020 2:30 PM

119

Compared to the classroom training, kids are not focused and doesn't gain much knowledge in
online classes.

7/12/2020 2:25 PM

120

I believe the virtual should be a full time classroom. As kids were sitting in class. Each period
should have same teaching time as it would be for in person classroom.

7/12/2020 1:56 PM

121

Answered no

7/12/2020 11:35 AM

122

My child needs the teachers explaining the school work to him

7/12/2020 10:03 AM

123

Not challenged enough and too short for the day

7/12/2020 10:02 AM

124

Lack of parental support for some students, then no accountability for not completing work.

7/12/2020 12:42 AM

125

No new lessons were conducted. Just revising the old work with work for an hour or two.
School should provide more practice worksheets or homework.

7/11/2020 8:53 PM

126

Staff Member - No Students in District (Questions Numbers 8 & 9 should have a Not
Applicable Choice)

7/11/2020 7:58 PM

127

I didn’t feel that my child was learning

7/11/2020 6:07 PM

128

Lack of student expectations

7/11/2020 5:44 PM

129

Lack of interactions with live teacher.

7/11/2020 4:16 PM

130

the lesson not being explained.

7/11/2020 4:14 PM

131

My child had 1 hour of work a day...so then why is my child in school for 6 hours? Seems like
my child's education was lacking during virtual instruction. Was definitely not enough!

7/11/2020 4:09 PM

132

more teacher instruction ie video or more info esp math

7/11/2020 2:18 PM

133

My child was five years old at the time and it was very hard for her to learn everything from me
compared to her learning from a teacher.

7/11/2020 1:19 PM

134

Parents who were working from home had a hard time since the classes required parent
supervision

7/11/2020 1:17 PM

135

Lack of group learning

7/11/2020 12:10 PM

136

Getting help from the teachers was hard.

7/11/2020 12:06 PM

137

My son is more of an Auditory learner and retains what he learns better after hearing a teacher
lecture.

7/11/2020 11:47 AM

138

Prefer in person schooling And child not to have to ware a mask

7/11/2020 10:57 AM

139

Would rather have a Zoom class so it feels more like they’re in school with a schedule

7/11/2020 10:01 AM

140

They should off had at least 30 minutes virtual class on a daily basis with their teachers

7/11/2020 9:53 AM

141

Difficult to maintain attention and explain work in a manner that made sense to a kindergartner.
I feel she would have learned more in school.

7/11/2020 9:43 AM

142

More consistency was needed with grading.

7/11/2020 9:23 AM

143

I definitely wasn't learning as much and some teachers were not providing enough interaction
to be able to ask questions. I learn best when I can interact with my teacher and my peers.

7/11/2020 7:52 AM
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144

Method of virtual learning could not keep the interest/focus for my 7 & 4 year olds. Their love
for learning seemed to decrease without the in person interactions???

7/11/2020 7:38 AM

145

Teachers could have zoomed each class for the required time. Each teacher had a different
method. There should be a standardized way to teach virtual that all teachers must follow.

7/11/2020 6:13 AM

146

my child had 4 google meets with the teacher throughout the online learning. NOT ENOUGH

7/11/2020 5:22 AM

147

The teacher hardly spent time with students.

7/11/2020 4:52 AM

148

Too much assigned work

7/10/2020 11:55 PM

149

Not a real online learning system, not a interactive learning system.

7/10/2020 11:12 PM

150

Staff member was not very informative with instructional learning.

7/10/2020 11:09 PM

151

Does not apply to me . No child in school.

7/10/2020 10:40 PM

152

There’s a better learning experience in person

7/10/2020 10:34 PM

153

lack of teacher training for virtual instruction

7/10/2020 10:24 PM

154

I was working. Hard to make my IEP child to even care about school

7/10/2020 9:59 PM

155

Not enough google chats especially the younger grades. 20 minutes once a week is not
effective. That’s not instruction. For the older ones, they taught themselves. With the
exception of the math teacher who was always available the rest would have a google meet
every so often for those who had questions. If live virtual instruction is not possible due to
scheduling or any other reasons the teachers should record themselves giving the lesson and
writing down notes the students can copy or print to follow the class. I understand that there
are students that don’t have technology or WiFi. The number of students with the problem is
minimal compared to the number of students. Everyone else (the majority) is paying the price.
My son gets speech and we didn’t hear from her at all. Not even a phone call. There is
absolutely no reason why they couldn’t do a google chat. Another reason I was not so satisfied
is because my younger one who started struggling in school mid year was getting intervention.
That was nothing comparable done during distant learning. That’s another service that is small
group and yet they didn’t meet. They met once and it was the biggest waste of time as all they
did was say hello to each other and they just had a show and tell. I thought maybe that was
just an ice breaker but they never met again. That is huge. My daughter fell behind and now
the school is telling me it’s best to retain her because of this. This is unreal!!! All my kids have
ADHD, my youngest can’t sit at the computer too long. Watching videos all day long is boring.
She needs a teacher on the other end talking to her to keep her attention.

7/10/2020 9:22 PM

156

Barely any live teaching lessons were held

7/10/2020 8:58 PM

157

My 8 year old teacher assigned too many activities for a second grader to do not taking into
consideration screen time and the fact that he had other work from his specials every day.

7/10/2020 8:54 PM

158

Device was in horrible condition

7/10/2020 8:42 PM

159

Lack of understanding from teachers

7/10/2020 8:22 PM

160

Lack of training for some staff prior to online instructiin

7/10/2020 8:12 PM

161

Lake of teacher involvement online

7/10/2020 8:11 PM

162

Was somewhat satisfied

7/10/2020 8:05 PM

163

I do not have a child in the district

7/10/2020 7:38 PM

164

Inconsistent quality of instruction and rigor between all classes

7/10/2020 7:31 PM

165

Teachers and administration were great and accommodating. Children refused to participate in
virtual learning independently. It was extremely difficult to work full time from home and make
certain schoolwork was completed for multiple children.

7/10/2020 7:25 PM

166

The virtual learning has done a huge disservice to my children's education. They have learned
nothing and 1 of my sons didn't even truely pass but the teachers gave him good grades
anyway. The teachers only care about how they will look for their review and get the next
raise.The fact that they did not have to be on like a regular school day to give a visual learning
experience is unacceptable! You expected the parents to be teachers as if they went to school

7/10/2020 7:05 PM
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for it or as if all parents were even home and didn't have their own jobs to be at all day! I think
its disgusting that this is the level of concern our teachers and school board has for our
children's education while also diminishing these kids social skills!
167

Not really unsatisfied but one improvement of possible will be more student interaction till it's
safe to get our students back to school without PPE

7/10/2020 6:51 PM

168

Is not the same when a teacher teach that when a parent teach

7/10/2020 6:27 PM

169

Lack of the introduction of new concepts

7/10/2020 6:12 PM

170

My sons benefit from having a teacher in front of them as well as peers around them

7/10/2020 6:08 PM

171

Lack of social interaction

7/10/2020 6:00 PM

172

More Live online classes less worksheets

7/10/2020 5:58 PM

173

More teacher zoom or classes online

7/10/2020 5:51 PM

174

lack of participation from some children and limited support from those student's families.

7/10/2020 5:47 PM

175

Teachers should be teaching live

7/10/2020 5:43 PM

176

It was difficult to accurately assess student's knowledge as many assessments and classwork
was asynchronous. Moreover, many of the classes lacked interactions which made it difficult
to have a somewhat "real school experience."

7/10/2020 5:11 PM

177

We provided adequate services with the tools and knowledge that we had at the time. More
effective service can be delivered if we had more subscription services available such as OT
toolbox or Your Therapy Source. In addition more platforms that allow screen and document
sharing while simultaneously being able to edit the document together with the students.

7/10/2020 4:57 PM

178

A unified online instructional program that helps maintain consistency across the district.
Teachers are most effective using their strategies in the classroom. If that can’t happen, I feel
an online curriculum should be provided so we can better prepare and be there virtually
supporting our students with extras or supplementation. Compassion and grace for families
and the staff is needed during difficult times like this.

7/10/2020 4:54 PM

179

It was difficult for my 4 year old to lear virtually

7/10/2020 4:54 PM

180

need more virtual sessions

7/10/2020 4:53 PM

181

During this time I was the teacher. Assignments were posted but I did the lessons. I feel it
would be easier if teachers were able to virtually instruct.

7/10/2020 4:45 PM

182

The teachers did little no help at all. All I got was assignment after assignment and I learned a
grand total of nothing at all. Teachers who didn't respond in time often lead to much issues with
me personally. There was no real instructions with both me and my classmates left stranded to
help each other and ourselves to understand the cirriculum. This was horrible considering for
certain classes this was totally impossible.

7/10/2020 4:38 PM

183

Teachers were wonderful and we had family able to help while parents worked; however, it was
challenging to stay focused and learn the way school promotes mental, physical, social and
emotional growth.

7/10/2020 4:22 PM

184

i felt like kindergarten had way too much work for at home learning (i felt a lot of it was busy
work) plus i do not feel there was enough time spent on the essentials that should be learned
in kindergarten

7/10/2020 4:15 PM

185

Teachers should meet more often online.

7/10/2020 3:49 PM

186

Teachers should be more available online and reply back in real time as possible. Rather than
no response or very slow response. They can also give little more work.

7/10/2020 3:49 PM

187

I have three children with mixed learning, emotional and medical needs our school days were
exhausting. It was nearly impossible to give each child the level of support that they needed to
complete their assignments and we rarely were able to complete it all on time.

7/10/2020 3:43 PM

188

My children learn better being in school....had nothing to do with their teachers, it was totally
them!

7/10/2020 3:35 PM

189

The amount of time spent on assignments and difficulty dividing time among the children.

7/10/2020 3:08 PM
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190

The teachers were not taking much of virtual classes it was more of sending assignments. It
shud be as it’s a virtual class , if they are getting paid better do it the way it’s supposed to be
done.

7/10/2020 3:06 PM

191

There needs to be a cap off of when teachers communicate with you. I would get messages at
10pm. If we are running it like a school day the teacher/student/parent correspondents should
end at a certain time even if it’s 5pm.

7/10/2020 3:01 PM

192

Some teachers took weeks to enter if work was done or not.

7/10/2020 3:00 PM

193

My kids being marked absent for daily classes when they submit their daily attendance on
time. And not graded for home works done and submitted timely. Struggling to reach out to
teachers to for correction. Difficulty getting teachers to respond to emails. This goes on ur
child's academic record if not corrected.

7/10/2020 2:55 PM

194

Some teachers did not care about students. Simply they did not teach.

7/10/2020 2:55 PM

195

My sons teachers in fifth grade were very ill prepared. They gave five minute videos in the
morning and that was it! I contacted the school principal numerous times to complain about
how boring the instruction from the fifth grade teachers was. Many other schools were doing
virtual classroom meetings and my son had in those three months of school maybe just five
virtual classroom meetings. One of my sons teachers seemed may be embarrassed or not
comfortable doing video learning. The other teachers would read a chapter book and that was
it. It was terrible. Art teachers never came on and did anything. Gym teacher never came on
and did anything. Spanish teacher never came on and did anything. The total amount of work
that was given to my son lasted about 90 minutes a day. I had to supplement by buying work
books from Barnes & Noble. KIDS NEED TO BE BACK IN SCHOOL. THERE ARE NO
REPORTS KIDS GET THIS VIRUS. I’m sick of the laziness of Sayreville education. Lazy.
They want to stay home. Kids need social interaction. Show us reports of children getting the
virus cause I don’t see it anywhere.

7/10/2020 2:44 PM

196

I would have liked teachers to do more then just post work, more interaction would have been
better.

7/10/2020 2:43 PM

197

Teachers would post 3 different assignments everyday at different times

7/10/2020 2:40 PM

198

The level of instruction that the teachers can accomplish online is not comparable to in-person
learning.

7/10/2020 2:40 PM

199

Kids complained there was limited communication with instructors, assignments were posted
however there was no new learning. I believe virtual can work by utilizing Zoom or Team
Meeting apps where teacher can actually teach and students can follow.

7/10/2020 2:34 PM

200

The teachers via recorded video should teach the lesson like they were in the classroom. I
think the children would have a better learning experience rather than the kids reading an
article and struggling to complete their assignments.

7/10/2020 2:19 PM

201

Lack of student engagement, widespread plagiarism

7/10/2020 2:16 PM

202

Lack of support with assignments that require multiple students in order to complete.

7/10/2020 2:16 PM

203

Many times videos that were uploaded as part of the curriculum were blocked by the student
account's firewall, so we had to find the videos on another computer. That in itself was not a
huge deal, but sometimes teachers (one in particular) would get testy about it and try to tell the
kids it was something on their end. Also, I would see my child hit the "submit" button and the
project/assignment would be recorded on the next page, only to have it go missing either later
that day or the next, and then be marked late or undone. This also happened with the daily
attendance sheet and there were two days where my child was marked "absent" when al the
work was done and the sheet was filled out.

7/10/2020 2:15 PM

204

No sence of normalcy or some sort of schedule

7/10/2020 2:11 PM

205

Lack of interaction with classmates and teachers in live classes like zoom. The zoom
sessions were extraordinary for kids motivation.

7/10/2020 2:04 PM

206

Lack of teacher-student online interaction, lack of teachers' online instruction of the new
material

7/10/2020 2:03 PM
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207

Not enough teacher involvement. I wish the teachers actually taught the kids instead of simply
assigning work that my child had to work through. Holding class is important. The Spring
lacked instruction.

7/10/2020 1:58 PM

208

I am satisfied.

7/10/2020 1:54 PM

209

Too many assignments that occupied the entire day and there was not time for anything else
(caring for other children in the household)

7/10/2020 1:54 PM

210

Structure is needed. Need Specific log in time. Camera must be turned on. Need specific class
time on a regular basis. Home instruction should be structured like actual classroom time with
teachers teaching and instruction. Currently, it is at home, on your own learning

7/10/2020 1:52 PM

211

Losing the school experience and friends.

7/10/2020 1:49 PM

212

Child trying to teach herself something she doesn’t know

7/10/2020 1:40 PM

213

Lack of interactions with teachers, student relying on themselves to learn new material.

7/10/2020 1:40 PM

214

Not enough student teacher contact

7/10/2020 1:33 PM

215

I think the teachers should have used some sort of video instruction so the children could at
least feel as though they were being taught. My kids were just assigned work with practically
NO interaction with the teacher. Very inefficient and disappointing.

7/10/2020 1:30 PM

216

Teachers should be going online at least twice a week with students

7/10/2020 1:26 PM

217

lack of seeing people and being active

7/10/2020 1:26 PM

218

I feel the kids basically were teaching themselves by reading lessons. I was helping both
children throughout the day which was hard because I have a new baby. I think if the children
start the school day logon to each class with their teachers their teachers teaching it would
work out better.

7/10/2020 1:24 PM

219

Lack of virtual teacher to student time. The teachers never did any video conferences. I was
very disappointed.

7/10/2020 1:10 PM

220

I had to learn before I could teach my child, even though the sites she used at home were the
same as school it’s just different being done at home

7/10/2020 1:07 PM

221

Response Time/Feedback from Staff/Instructors

7/10/2020 1:04 PM

222

Response time from staff

7/10/2020 1:04 PM

223

I was under the impression that the virtual classes would be live classes instead kids watching
Youtube videos. Other school districts were performing live virtual sessions so why can't we do
the same in Sayreville.

7/10/2020 1:03 PM

224

Lack of hands on instruction in Math

7/10/2020 1:03 PM

225

I felt that I provided meaningful instruction that would have been enhanced by more timely
training.

7/10/2020 1:01 PM

226

My children would not comply with online instruction. Overwhelmed by emails, conflicting
priorities, anxiety prevented interaction with class on group video chats. Both parents work and
could not provide 1:1 hands on approach to three chidren at the same time, during work hours.

7/10/2020 1:01 PM

227

Lack of focus with online learning.

7/10/2020 12:53 PM

228

New student for September 2020

7/10/2020 12:53 PM

229

Lack of students being with students

7/10/2020 12:52 PM

230

Did not have option for Speech via Google Meet, would have liked a couple more live classes

7/10/2020 12:46 PM

231

Kids don’t learn

7/10/2020 12:44 PM

232

It was difficult for my kid to sit in one place and finish his home work. As parent we have to
work as well and it was emotional for both parent and kid.

7/10/2020 12:44 PM

233

Lack of child socialization.

7/10/2020 12:38 PM

234

Online/virtual is not a suitable platform for students grade 12 and under. Additionally, the

7/10/2020 12:37 PM
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teaching staff did not demonstrate effective virtual/online teaching capabilities.
235

I missed my students ! The students were inconsistent with attendance as well as
assignments and it was difficult to contact parents.

7/10/2020 12:36 PM

236

Truman offered very little socialization from the teacher/students, there were no lessons, only
assignments for 1st grade made it difficult to learn anything

7/10/2020 12:35 PM

237

Lack of support for struggling subjects for children that could have been better understood if
Google meets or Zoom with the teacher to explain and provide more educational support. I am
concerned that my child will struggle in the upcoming school year due to the lack of support for
virtual learning.

7/10/2020 12:31 PM

238

Child not focused

7/10/2020 12:29 PM

239

Parents were doing the teaching instead of the teachers; teachers to student ratio time was
inadequate

7/10/2020 12:27 PM

240

Simply handing out material and home work in most cases is not effective. The schools should
employ web meeting tools to at least have face to face time with teachers and students for at
least few hours a day.

7/10/2020 12:18 PM

241

Some teachers would just put powerpoint presentation to teach Math and not really teach the
lesson. Other teachers were amazing!!

7/10/2020 12:15 PM

242

Lack of time to prepare effective and engaging lessons based on the curriculum

7/10/2020 12:13 PM

243

More virtual classes with teachers

7/10/2020 12:10 PM

244

Major lack of participation

7/10/2020 12:09 PM

245

Not enough communications with teachers and other kids in class. Not enough direct teaching
by the teacher (could have used more meeting or video instructions.) Received only few
minutes video of online resauce and kids are supposed to answer math questions by
themselves are not possible. That leaves teaching job on parents.

7/10/2020 12:05 PM

246

Therapies need to be done IN PERSON for special needs children. Virtual learning does not
work for therapy! The therapist were wonderful and it is NOT their fault. It is easier to engage a
child when they are in the correct environment for the therapy

7/10/2020 12:04 PM

247

Inability to discern student work from parent work and a struggle with two parents working at
home to also help with child’s instruction

7/10/2020 12:04 PM

248

Virtual learning solely is not the answer in class and at home may be a better option where
home learning can be reinforcement of what was learned in school, such as a sheet of
homework for each subject in school. However as stated above I am very uncomfortable with
social distancing and my child having to wear a mask all day in school. They are not used to
wearing masks and tend to touch them and fidget with them which increases risks of germs
spreading. Plus the anxiety alone of having to wear a mask all day I could not imagine the long
lasting effects it will have on the children.

7/10/2020 12:03 PM

249

Teachers very lezy, physics teacher especially.

7/10/2020 12:02 PM

250

my son had 3 AP classes and the amount of work they have to do and the test being changed
was not good. he busted his butt most of the year to be knocked down like this... he needs the
teachers to be VISIBLE and be able to have hands on learning not just emails!

7/10/2020 11:56 AM

251

lack of support for children and consistent participation in distance learning.

7/10/2020 11:54 AM

252

I

7/10/2020 11:54 AM

253

Not having a structured environment or set schdule made virtual learning very difficult due to
my work schdule.

7/10/2020 11:53 AM

254

Difficult for working parents

7/10/2020 11:52 AM

255

Access to teachers for feedback and questions before assignments were graded

7/10/2020 11:50 AM

256

I think the virtual instruction needs to be more structured, not having students log in whenever
they want. Teachers should be able to have a virtual class via Zoom or some other method
that there could be some interaction with students.

7/10/2020 11:49 AM
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257

Kids did not do good with Virtual Learning at all. I worked so they had to go to daycare and
they need extra help with online learning and did not get it at daycare. I get home at 6 pm to
feed and get everything ready for next day, therefore i have no time to sit with both my kids to
help with school work.

7/10/2020 11:47 AM

258

Some stuents were not involvd in online learning and they lost a lot of important academics as
well as social interaction with their teachers and peers.

7/10/2020 11:47 AM

259

I was satisfied with what I provided however it would be helpful to have subscriptions for
resources/activities for therapists

7/10/2020 11:46 AM

260

lack of student participation during video conferences.

7/10/2020 11:43 AM

261

Another thing I've observed along these lines is tracking attendance, Since the normal
schedules are not followed keeping track of attendance is a real challenge. Also when a
teacher schedules a Google meet to go over work or teach a lesson many students don't join
for many reasons. When assignments are due there are almost always students that don't
submit and ask for extensions because of internet issues or some other reason including work
load because they have been assigned so much work. I've observed this phenomena with my
youngest who is sophomore. Since teachers are not on the normal schedule and don't meet
daily they assign more work to compensate for the lack of in person instruction. Add on top of
that every teacher is conducting their classes in different manors and approaches which is
confusing and problematic. Lastly, the various IT challenges, Whether they are technology
issues or competency related. Lot's of opportunity for lessons learned.

7/10/2020 11:42 AM

262

Teacher absent for the most of the year

7/10/2020 11:39 AM

263

not applicable

7/10/2020 11:36 AM

264

Not enough teaching before assignments. Lot of struggling with math and science assignments

7/10/2020 11:34 AM

265

My kids just learns better in person. They need that social interaction with a teacher . They
focus better

7/10/2020 11:33 AM

266

Kids are SUFFERING !!!!!!!! The emotional and social development of kids is being totally
disregarded. Kids need to be in a social environmnent with others to learn. My child is
DEPRESSED!!!!!!! I have done my best to do all the online teaching. This is not my job!!!!!! I
have to do my own job to support this family. We pay astronomical amount in taxes that
support the school system. We are only asking for what is due to us!!!!!!!!!!!!!! please get it
together and develop a plan and get these kids back to school. Our future depends on these
kids getting properly educated. Anything less is unacceptable!

7/10/2020 11:32 AM

267

My son requires an IEP and I feel he should've maybe been given different assignments that
were more suitable for him to understand his schoolwork.

7/10/2020 11:26 AM

268

I work full time so it is hard to manage online schooling for 2 elementary aged child. The
teachers were wonderful but it was hard to manage with 2 ull time working parents

7/10/2020 11:25 AM

269

I would prefer that my child must be online while the teacher is teaching the in person class,
that my child at home is on a google meet at the same time with the class and teacher. Too
many distractions doing the classwork on their own virtually. This would assist also in the
teacher not having to teach the same lesson 2x.

7/10/2020 11:24 AM

270

As a para in the preschool program it was nice that I got to do google meets with the students
but other than that and all of the trainings we were required to do I feel the need for is to be
back in the classroom

7/10/2020 11:22 AM

271

A smooth, virtual curriculum to utilize for language arts.

7/10/2020 11:22 AM

272

Lack of student commitment

7/10/2020 11:20 AM

273

Would prefer the teacher to film themselves teaching a lesson rather than post assignment....
also ease up on giving time frames and time limits on assignments.

7/10/2020 11:20 AM

274

It would be beneficial to have specific times in which students and teachers meet for virtual
class. For example, each period meets at a certain time for live instruction with the teacher.

7/10/2020 11:19 AM

275

Music teacher was giving kidbop videos to listen to. There were no zoom interactions, or no
interactions at all.

7/10/2020 11:17 AM
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276

would like teachers to record and teach the lesson where applicable

7/10/2020 11:15 AM

277

Lack of student motivation and participation.

7/10/2020 11:15 AM

278

Lack of virtual meetings

7/10/2020 11:14 AM

279

Im not a teacher, i have 4 kids, its a disservice to my kids for me to teach them.

7/10/2020 11:13 AM

280

After the novelty wore off, many students were disengaged.

7/10/2020 11:11 AM

281

1. Inflexibilty and unwillingness of some teachers to make exceptions for students to make
second attempts at work that was clearly not understood based on extremely low grades; 2.
some teachers giving enormously large assignments with students are left to do
independently; 3. teachers making the assumption that students are able to learn the same
content on their own (or with short videos) that they would be able to learn if they were being
taught in the classroom

7/10/2020 11:10 AM

282

Expectations for parents and students were delayed, many felt they would have benefited from
training on the Google Classroom platform so they oculd adequately assist their learner(s).

7/10/2020 11:10 AM

283

From a teacher point of view: students were not required to attend online google meet lessons
and therefore many did not. Many students stopped turning in work completely and many
students cheated on every assessment. From a parent point of view: teachers took varied
approaches to virtual learning, some were effective and some were not at all effective for the
subjects being taught.

7/10/2020 11:09 AM

284

Lack of attendance by students

7/10/2020 11:06 AM

285

I was left to be the teacher. The little video time they had as a class was playing games

7/10/2020 11:06 AM

286

i wish my child have zoom meeting with a teachers

7/10/2020 11:05 AM

287

More virtual instruction

7/10/2020 11:03 AM

288

My mom is also a teacher and sometimes I had to wait until after she was done virtually
teaching for help. I miss my friends, and I just want to go back to school.

7/10/2020 11:03 AM

289

I think the teachers did the best they could, but my son didn't learn anything new in three
months. This can't set him back a year and 3 months. there needs to be more teacher
interaction.

7/10/2020 11:03 AM

290

Even though students had the ability to attend live lessons everyday many students did not
and also was obvious did not watch recorded lesson

7/10/2020 11:03 AM

291

My daughter hated not seeing her friends or teachers and learning in person

7/10/2020 11:02 AM

292

Kids were more left on their own which was detrimental in some instances

7/10/2020 11:02 AM

293

Would like to have seen more "facetime" classes, zoom classes

7/10/2020 11:00 AM

294

Administrative guidelines for what we were to give to the children were unclear and constantly
changing for the first several months. By the end, we were presenting a water- down curriculum
that rewarded students with exceptional grades for handing in anything, even if it was months
late and below our standards. Complaining about the quality of instruction we were forced to
deliver, or the lack of accountability our students were being held to, was used to paint staff
members as irrational and uncaring by parents, administrators, and guidance counselors. Our
standards and expectations of our students shouldn't go out the window because we had to
alter instructional methods.

7/10/2020 11:00 AM

295

Lack of in-person social emotional peer interaction.

7/10/2020 11:00 AM

296

As a teacher of students with disabilities, it was extremely difficult to monitor their progress in
an online platform. Holding my students to a higher standard was nearly impossible, as we
were not able to accurately grade them, and these grades were not reflective of their online
performance. Furthermore, upon speaking to my students, they overwhelmingly cited extreme
stress and a desire to return to school. I am increasingly concerned for the mental health of
my students, and believe we need to provide resources to help them cope with the past few
months.

7/10/2020 10:58 AM

297

Kids mental well being

7/10/2020 10:58 AM
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298

lack of communication

7/10/2020 10:57 AM

299

I don’t feel my students learned as well as they would of if we were in school.

7/10/2020 10:57 AM

300

hard for younger children to stay engaged.

7/10/2020 10:57 AM

301

Lack of parental support and also never ending due dates

7/10/2020 10:56 AM

302

This is regarding masks since there is nowhere to write any comments. We are not
comfortable with our child being required to wear masks in school.

7/10/2020 10:56 AM

303

Student engagement was challenging. Hard to teach hands-on activities

7/10/2020 10:53 AM

304

I would like time to plan for my subject area in the event of virtual or blended learning. I was
somewhat satisfied with my work but know I could a lot more with some guidance.

7/10/2020 10:53 AM

305

Consistency on how assignments were given. Many platforms were used among the teachers
instead of just 1. Made it very difficult to keep track of our children's progress in task
completion.

7/10/2020 10:52 AM

306

Students not completing their work, turning in blank work, or having an adult or older sibling do
their work.

7/10/2020 10:51 AM

307

Virtual learning simply doesn’t provide the same benefits of in person instruction. From social
to education itself, it is not as good. Not to mention no parent has time to be a teacher all day.
All other responsibilities fall to the wayside. And also, if you have more than one child how can
it even be done?

7/10/2020 10:49 AM

308

Lack of accountability for students to complete work.

7/10/2020 10:48 AM

309

Felt the teachers could teach more with their own videos when learning a subject. Verse
picking a video on yotube

7/10/2020 10:47 AM

310

Lack of teaching.

7/10/2020 10:45 AM

311

They did not learn anything from the material given.

7/10/2020 10:44 AM

312

Working from home full time trying to homeschool two elementary school kids was challenging.
The kids were not engaged at all and I hope there will be a "recap" of the last few months of
remote learning so they are not behind.

7/10/2020 10:44 AM

313

Somewhat satisfied

7/10/2020 10:43 AM

314

Lack of structure and guidelines for students

7/10/2020 10:42 AM

315

Loss of interest due to not being with peers.

7/10/2020 10:42 AM

316

Not a fan of homeschooling, to hard to keep child interested long enough to finish everything.
To many home distractions to lose focus. But I understand that this is the safest way for
everybody.

7/10/2020 10:41 AM

317

i just think there needs to be more face time with the teacher, at least a zoom meeting for a
few hours everyday

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

318

As an only working parent, it is extremely difficult to attempt to homeschool two children. It
appeared as if they had 4-5 hours of reading through materials, watching videos and then doing
homework. That is not effective learning. There was barely 1 live zoom class a week. They
need the critical courses such as math science english arts to be live, instructional taught
classes, even if it virtual. None of that was provided The kids essentially taught themselves
based on what they read and a few instructions and a short 2-3 minute video. This cannot be
effective learning strategies. We have online resources to allow for live classes, I do not
undestand why those could not be provided for the most critical of subjects. If we are to do
virtual or semi virtual in the fall, it must be priority to make critical courses live interactive and
as close to real life as possible. This may be for the long haul, possible into the following
school year. I hope this is taken into extreme consideration for the coming school year.

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

319

Mixed effective online instructional strategies and activities

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

320

Finished all work in an hour :(

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

321

My child does not learn well without a teacher available next to her.

7/10/2020 10:40 AM
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322

I believe that the school program should be adapted so that children maintain their learning, but
understanding that parents do not have the skills to fully comply with a strict school program,
just as if they were in classrooms, especially when Parents we must continue working
because they are essential workers.

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

323

Unfortunately, it was not special needs friendly. Although many attempts were made by staff to
virtually instruct, my son cannot learn that way.

7/10/2020 10:40 AM

324

Teachers were not as effective in teaching on-line. Need more video-based teaching/learning
platform.

7/10/2020 10:39 AM

325

There should have been daily Zoom of Google Meet sessions.

7/10/2020 10:39 AM

326

Would like more virtual face to face meetings.

7/10/2020 10:38 AM

327

Its hard in some household where the parent has to work and the care taker doesn’t speak
English well or is not tech savy

7/10/2020 10:36 AM

328

My child is an auditory learner so it was VERY difficult for him with no audio even in his
Spanish class

7/10/2020 10:34 AM

329

Lack of interaction. Children learn more from interactions and from each other.

7/10/2020 10:33 AM

330

My childs school work took a total of 1 - 1.5 hrs to complete. No where near the same that
would be received in the classroom. Also the mental toll it takes. Google meetings didnt start
until late April/early May and only a half hr once a week.

7/10/2020 10:33 AM

331

luck of motivating

7/10/2020 10:31 AM

332

Sometimes I felt like the children were being overloaded with work.

7/10/2020 10:30 AM

333

many of the students had poor connectivity making it difficult to to virtual teaching lessons

7/10/2020 10:29 AM

334

Difficult to maintain focus and engage preschool age students in remote learning

7/10/2020 10:29 AM

335

Lack of communication with teachers and lack of grading feedback

7/10/2020 10:28 AM

336

There were too many different platforms to find the assignments

7/10/2020 10:27 AM

337

I felt kids would do better from a virtual classroom experience rather than be assigned videos
and self learn. Even if teachers can’t zoom, they can create educational videos for their
students teaching them the subject rather than having the kids read a chapter and answer q’s.
That’s not challenging for them. A virtual classroom is the best option.

7/10/2020 10:26 AM

338

Balancing working from home and school curriculum.

7/10/2020 10:25 AM

339

Need live classes if online my daughter struggled tremendously

7/10/2020 10:25 AM

340

my children do not perform well with at home instruction. if left on their own to do the work,
they take shortcuts like not watching the videos or reading the materials, and also do not tend
to retain the lessons. While the lessons themselves are ok, i feel that without someone to
physically TEACH them, and hold thema ccountable, other than their parents, they do not
perform well. I have 2 children, 1 was a straght A student before at home instruction, and even
she did not feel the drive to exceed while not in a physical classroom. My younger daughter, is
not an exceptional student, and the at home instruction with no in person Mentor, severely
impacted her drive to do her best. This is my issues with at home instruction. just having
students watch a video to learn a lesson, does not TEACH them, does not engage them, does
not help them interract and answer questions and hear others questions and the answers that
go with them. At home instruction is not the best for my children.

7/10/2020 10:24 AM

341

A 5 year old can only do so much without a teacher

7/10/2020 10:24 AM

342

Students for the most part did not gain the full experience and importance of their subject
matter and used every short cut to complete assignments without benefiting from in person
instruction. Also, students more than likely were unable to seek help that would normally be
provided to them at school regarding mental health or home issues.

7/10/2020 10:23 AM

343

Lack of response from teachers when my child was e mailing them for assistance. They would
not reply until late hours. It should be during school hours so they may continue with there
work as if it was a school day.

7/10/2020 10:23 AM
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344

Lack of student participation and engagement

7/10/2020 10:23 AM

345

I would much prefer classes to be conducted via live zoom sessions just like a classroom. I
understand this is difficult but it would at least engage the kids socially and keep them
occupied. At times, they learn via observations of others which is severely lacking in pure
video watching kind of instructions.

7/10/2020 10:22 AM

346

Lack of children’s social interaction

7/10/2020 10:22 AM

347

It’s way to chaotic to teach my daughter and take care of my 2 year old son, I am not a
teacher

7/10/2020 10:22 AM

348

technology access & unmotivated children (given the circumstances) presented a challenge
but the health needs outweigh everything else as this is a potentially life or death situation

7/10/2020 10:21 AM

349

Teachers were great but my children didn’t learn well with this format

7/10/2020 10:21 AM

350

Mental health

7/10/2020 10:19 AM

351

I feel in class learning would have been more beneficial.

7/10/2020 10:19 AM

352

More live instruction

7/10/2020 10:18 AM
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Q10 Is your child eligible to receive district busing services this year (202021)?
Answered: 3,148

Skipped: 16

Yes

No

Not applicable
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Yes
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24.49%

771

TOTAL

3,148
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Q11 If yes, would you allow your child to take the bus to and from school if
recommended social distancing (at least 6 feet of separation from other
students) could not be ensured and/or if they would be required to wear a
mask?
Answered: 2,994

Skipped: 170

Not applicable
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TOTAL

2,994
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Q12 Does your child currently attend a fee-based before and/or after
school care services program?
Answered: 3,149

Skipped: 15

Yes

No

Not applicable
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3,149
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Q13 If you answered yes, which service provider do you currently pay for?
Answered: 2,265

Skipped: 899

Not applicable

Leading Edge
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Private service

Other (please
specify)
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2.03%

46

Other (please specify)

1.19%

27

Total Respondents: 2,265
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Children go to catholic school

7/28/2020 6:43 PM

2

Before school care provided by his previous dostrict

7/21/2020 8:49 PM

3

ELL

7/20/2020 10:21 AM

4

SuperHero School House

7/19/2020 10:27 PM

5

superhero schoolhouse

7/13/2020 5:23 PM

6

Garden Friends

7/13/2020 8:28 AM

7

Super hero School house Day care.

7/13/2020 8:27 AM

8

My child was attending after school every day with Springboard, currently he is at home with
us, no summer camp this yr

7/12/2020 10:25 PM

9

Garden Friends

7/12/2020 9:12 PM

10

Sayreville TLE

7/11/2020 8:20 AM

11

In

7/10/2020 10:46 PM

12

N

7/10/2020 9:09 PM

13

Dance

7/10/2020 4:57 PM

14

The Learning Experience

7/10/2020 4:45 PM

15

Family members

7/10/2020 2:55 PM

16

Before/After school care provided by my children's school district

7/10/2020 1:53 PM

17

Aftercare provides by OLV

7/10/2020 12:47 PM

18

Ok

7/10/2020 12:43 PM

19

Summer daycare.

7/10/2020 12:30 PM

20

Ranking doesn't work?!!!

7/10/2020 12:02 PM

21

Very expensive, trying to move out of Sayreville because childcare is extremely expensive!

7/10/2020 11:47 AM

22

My preschool child will need before and after care this year hoping from soringboard

7/10/2020 11:33 AM

23

District provided after care (in another district)

7/10/2020 11:00 AM

24

private school after care

7/10/2020 10:53 AM

25

Summer friends day canp

7/10/2020 10:48 AM

26

my child does not attend on a regular basis

7/10/2020 10:33 AM

27

But my child will not be attending this year

7/10/2020 10:21 AM
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Q14 If you answered "No" to Question 12, or if a proposed school
schedule resulted in a need for an extended period of before and/or after
care, would you be willing and able to pay for reasonably affordable
childcare?
Answered: 2,996

Skipped: 168
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TOTAL

2,996
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Restart of Schools Survey

Q15 Rank the below restart of school schedule options that would be most
(1) and least (6) aligned with your needs and priorities under the current
circumstances, particularly those that you have indicated in your
responses above.
Answered: 3,142

Skipped: 22
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Full day of in-person instruction for all students
every day.

24.93%
754

7.01%
212

4.07%
123

4.33%
131

9.02%
273

50.64%
1,532

3,025

2.83

Abbreviated day of In-person instruction for all
students every day.

7.33%
220

23.13%
694

17.93%
538

20.90%
627

27.50%
825

3.20%
96

3,000

3.52

Full day virtual Instruction for all students every
day.

38.50%
1,180

6.53%
200

7.80%
239

8.45%
259

11.55%
354

27.18%
833

3,065

3.70

Abbreviated in-person instructional day blended
with a portion of virtual learning.

9.33%
280

19.99%
600

35.52%
1,066

23.43%
703

9.13%
274

2.60%
78

3,001

3.89

Full alternating days of in-person and virtual
instruction.

12.04%
361

15.34%
460

18.48%
554

27.72%
831

21.51%
645

4.90%
147

2,998

3.54

Alternating abbreviated days of in-person
instruction blended with a portion of virtual
instruction, and full virtual instruction days.

10.34%
313

27.54%
834

15.85%
480

14.46%
438

19.91%
603

11.89%
360

3,028

3.58
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